
Q – Things that used to be a doddle in FreeHand are
difficult to source in Illustrator. I just want to combine
a group of polygons so that they become one polygon,
with one bounding line. It’s probably staring me in the
face but I can’t find it. Can anyone help?

A – You should find the option you require in the
Pathfinder Window.

Q – I’ve got a certain technical problem with
contours, I thought people from the list with great
experience in cartography could help: I’m designing
my maps in ESRI ArcMap and finishing them in
Adobe Illustrator (CS4). I then have to build a map
with dense contour lines, though their labels can be
with a 100 m interval. As I painstakingly searched,
ArcMap does not provide a way to cut the lines for the
labels to appear more effectively: Halo masking seems

to be the only solution, but not what I want for a
proper visual result. I have tried several ways in AI to
split the line (but not manually because no-one wants
to split hundreds of contours with the scissors tool)
even overprinting the halo mask (which became a
compound path in AI) with a spot colour, but
generally failed. Your help would be greatly
appreciated.

A – You can do it in ArcMap, as long as you have an
ArcInfo licence. See: http://webhelp.esri.com/
arcgisdesktop/9.3/index.cfm?TopicName=Feature_
Outline_Masks_%28Cartography%29

Response - Unfortunately I’ve got a DTM [Digital
Terrain Model] coloured smoothly from 0 to 1956 m
elevation, so there is no constant colour value I can
choose to be mask.
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CARTO-SoC
The Society of Cartographers maintains an online list-serv for the use of members and non-members alike. The
facility is moderated and is intended to be a tool that practising cartographers and students of the subject may use to
exchange ideas, pose questions, inform others of job opportunities, or simply to keep in touch with friends.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body of
the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerhardus Mercator and wished to subscribe, you would send the message subscribe
carto-soc Gerhardus Mercator to the address: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send your email to carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC in order to send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email address, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your full name'
in the box, and send the message.

To unsubscribe from CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message unsubscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body of
the mail.

COMPUTERS IN CARTOGRAPHY

Edited by Rich Perkins

Tales from the Mac Room – a month (or more) in the life of the 
CARTO-SoC Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SoC, it seemed a good idea to summarise
some of the information that has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical couple of
month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not credited to the contributors, but where contact
details are deemed appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible direct advertising
or blatant commercialism his been edited out of these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data
will help those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are notified through the CARTO-
SoC listserv.



A – CARIS [Computer Aided Resource Information
System] (a Canadian GIS) has a very nice way of
automating this, making a section of the contour line
‘transparent’, but I have not come across this in any other
system. It may be possible using cartographic
representation tools in ArcGIS. See the article by
Mackaness & Steven (2006) in The Cartographic Journal
43 (2) pp.144–56 for removing contours on steep slopes.
It could perhaps be adapted to solve this problem.

A – Masking with spot colour is the best way in my
experience. If your contours are 100% spot colour, a
mask of 1% spot colour overprinting will knockout the
contour behind the label. You can create the mask by
creating a fat version of the label converted to path.
Another option I’ve had success with is rasterizing the
contours at a high resolution (Speak to pre-press to find
out what will work best). Then you can erase all the
contours using the same kind of mask described above in
Photoshop. If you have a raster shaded relief background
already you can build your contours into this same image.

A – There is a way to do it in Illustrator but it makes the
final work quite complicated to edit. You can do it using
an Opacity Mask to make the section of line transparent.
The bonus is the line is never really cut and the ‘gap’ can
be moved around means all objects are fully editable. The
problem arises where you have to have a separate layer
for your labels and all your lines get grouped together.

Response – The problem can be solved as follows in
ArcMap:
1 – Select ‘no mask’ for the labels
2 – Converting the labels to annotation in a database
3 – Making a mask with masking tools > feature outline
mask / convex hull
4 – Using Advanced Drawing Options property under
Layers / TOC: masking the contour line layer with the
masking polygon of the labels
5 – Everything is then fixed in ArcMap, making the AI
job less painful.

A – Your method in ArcMap is correct, however we have
had difficulty in exporting very large maps with large
quantities of holdouts. It just crashes! So we have used
Illustrator to finish off many of the holdouts and indeed
insert other components.

A – For those interested in this subject I would like to
point out that the latest version of MAPublisher, Version
8.3, has an automatic knockout (some call them holdout)
function that accomplishes pretty much the same thing
automatically in Illustrator and can do so across an entire
text layer at the same time. A guide with images and
further explanations of the basic knockouts is available
from the SoC website in the Members’ area. If you are
not a Member, head to the site at http://www.soc.org.uk
to learn more about the Society.

A – Right, this is pretty simple and straightforward to do.
Normally the knockouts, or halos as I call them, are
created by adding a white (or same as background colour)
stroke to any text and making it large enough to hide the
contour lines. By doing this through the Appearance
Panel I am dealing with one text object not two, so any
adjustments to the text are done to the halo too.

Alternatively, you can create a halo with an Offset
Path Effect to create the same simple knockout. Both
techniques are simple and fully editable. Plus they can be
saved as Graphic Styles and reapplied to other objects at a
later date. Don’t forget to give them sensible names. The
above options work with flat colours in the background.
An issue arises when the background colour is uneven
and a single colour halo becomes noticeable against the
changing gradient.

A – The following is something I have never looked at
before, so when the question was posed, I came up with
the following solution:
1 – Make sure the text and contours are in two separate
layers.
2 – Click on the circle to the right of the contour layer
name in the Layers panel.
3 – In the Transparency Panel menu choose ‘Make
Opacity mask’.
4 – The contours layer should now have a dashed line
below the name, the Transparency Panel should have two
boxes in it, with the right one coloured black.
5 – Select the text objects from the text layer and copy
them.
6 – Go back to the Layers Panel and click on the circle to
the right of the contour layer name.
7 – In the Transparency Panel click on the black box and
the Layers Panel should change to a single ‘layer’ titled
Opacity Mask.
8 – ‘Paste in Front’ the text objects into the Opacity Mask
layer.
9 – With the text objects selected, go to the Appearance
Panel select the fill and change the colour to white.
10 – With the fill selected head to the Effects menu >
Path > Offset Path.
11 – Choose your desired options from the popup menu
and click OK.
12 – In the Transparency Panel, deselect ‘Clip’ and tick
‘Invert Mask’.
13 – Click on the left box in the Transparency Panel to
get out of the mask editing ‘mode’.
14 – The Offset Path should now cut away the contour
lines and allow you to see through them.

A – Yet another method in Illustrator:
Disadvantage: only works on a background with constant
colour values.
Advantage: is dynamic (changes which text placement)
and knocks out lines on all layers below.
1 – Make sure nothing is selected.
2 – In the appearance panel set the fill colour to the
colour you want the text to be (e.g. black, overprint).
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3A – In the appearance panel set the line colour to the
colour of the background and the width to 2x the width of
the desired knock-out.
3b – Alternatively, if you want to knock out just black
lines, and the background colours do not contain black
you can set the line colour to 1% black overprint. Thus
different background colours remain unaffected by the
knock-out.
4 – In the appearance panel drag the line under the fill
(otherwise the line will affect the letter contours).
5 – Drag the swatch from the upper left corner of the
appearance panel over the text you want to knock out or
store the knock out to a graphic style and apply it to any
text block you want.

Q – I am looking to batch convert the location of 1,300
historical parks, gardens and open spaces for a new
website. I have be kindly given data as a mixture of
four and six figure OS grid references (e.g. TQ4986
and TQ457838), but also as London A–Z references
(e.g. p.66, 37Rc). I need to convert these to Long/Lat
data that can be used on Google Maps. An alternative
could be if anybody has location data of the locations
of London’s parks and open spaces that they would be
willing to share (which could be preferable if more
accurate and with more locations). 

A – The OS grid references shouldn’t be too hard to
convert (though I’m not exactly familiar with the OS
grid), but the London A–Z references would be more of a
challenge: it is probably best to take those as rough
indications and then locate the actual parks in Google
Earth to get the lat/long coordinates. Are you looking for
just point locations, or do you need actual park
boundaries?

Response – What we are doing is locating activities for
children to do in these spaces. To increase our workflow
we want to randomly assign a number of these activities
to the different parks etc., so all we need is a point within
the boundaries. Once we have the 1,300 or so activities
located in a general way, we will go through by hand and
eye to locate the activities more precisely. What we are
trying to avoid doing is going through and finding each
location one at a time before getting to work on the
specifics.

A – I hope you mean "any popular web mapping service"
rather than "Google Maps"... the world is already too
Google-centric. :)

A – If no hacker is on hand there are several co-ordinate
converter tools out there that will do it for you. The one I
use is from Franson, which is a low cost tool. You can
feed it a CSV file of your co-ordinates in one format and
convert to something else. You will still however need to
convert the OSGB grid ref. to the full ‘eastings and
northings’ format as  noted. You can do that easily enough
in Excel.  See: http://franson.com/coordtrans.

A – Alternatively if you don’t have too many to convert
you could use this site, which will take the grid ref.
directly: http://www.nearby.org.uk.

A – I have not tried it myself, but a quick search brought
up this page: http://mdfs.net/Apps/Mapping/GridRef
which has a few utilities for converting. The NGRCalc
one looks like it can do batch conversion if you supply it
with a filename and the -i operator. It looks like it’s pretty
flexible with the exact nature of the input file so try using
a CSV file, though given it uses commas to separate the
values within lat/long, you may want to use something
other than a comma as a delimiter (spreadsheet software
lets you chose the delimiter when exporting).

A – As to more parks or another source, have you tried
OpenStreetMap (see: http://www.openstreetmap.org)? I’m
not sure how comprehensive its data is for what you need,
but you may be able to use it to augment your own data.

Notification – Calling all map publishers... please send us
your publications!

In recent years, a growing proportion of maps and
atlases, published or distributed in the United Kingdom,
have not been received by the Legal Deposit Libraries.
This may be due to uncertainty over the legislation, over
what constitutes a publication, or to whom publications
should be sent (following the move of the Agency for the
Legal Deposit Libraries last year). We are very keen to try
to address this problem by explaining these issues below.

The principle of legal deposit has been well
established for nearly four centuries and has advantages
for cartographers and publishers. Publications deposited
with the legal deposit libraries:
– Become part of the national heritage
– Become an archive of publishers’ output
– Are catalogued and preserved for the benefit of future
generations
– Act as a shop-window for publishers, encouraging
people to buy items

What is included?
All published items come within the scope of legal
deposit. A work is said to be published when copies of it
are issued to the public. The place of publication or
printing, the nature of the imprint, and the price or the
size of distribution are immaterial. It is therefore the act
of issuing or distributing to the public in the United
Kingdom or the Republic of Ireland which renders a work
liable to deposit. Items originally published elsewhere but
distributed in the United Kingdom and in Ireland are also
liable for deposit.

Publishers’ legal obligation
Publishers are obliged to send one copy of each of their
publications to the British Library, free of charge, within
one month of the date of publication. The other five
libraries have the right to request the deposit of
publications, free of charge, within a year of the date of
publication. In practice many publishers deposit their



publications with all six libraries without waiting for a
claim to be made, which is greatly appreciated. The Legal
Deposit Libraries are very keen to protect publishers’
copyright, and are strict over controlling any requests for
copies in line with copyright legislation.

UK and Irish legislation
The Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 (UK) and the
Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000 (Ireland) make it
obligatory for publishers and distributors in the United
Kingdom and Ireland to deposit their publications. These
acts cover printed and electronic publications, though
legislation is not yet in place for the latter. In the
meantime, a code of practice exists in the United
Kingdom for the voluntary deposit of electronic
publications, and also for microform and other non-
printed publications. In Ireland, the Copyright and
Related Rights Act 2000 proposes to extend legal deposit
to electronic formats.

Where should publications be sent?
Publications destined for the British Library (with the
exception of newspapers and pure electronic content)
should be sent to:
The Legal Deposit Office
The British Library
Boston Spa, Wetherby
West Yorkshire
LS23 7BY
+44 (0)1937 546268

legal-deposit-books@bl.uk

Enquiries about the deposit of pure electronic content
should be sent to:
The Digital Acquisitions Co-ordinator
The British Library
Boston Spa, Wetherby
West Yorkshire
LS23 7BQ
+44 (0)1937 546535

LDO-Electronic@bl.uk

Other Legal Deposit Libraries
The Agency for the Legal Deposit Libraries is authorised
to collect publications on
behalf of the other five legal deposit libraries.
Publications and enquiries should be addressed to:
The Agent
Agency for the Legal Deposit Libraries
161 Causewayside
Edinburgh
EH9 1PH 
+44 (0)131 623 4680

publisher.enquiries@legaldeposit.org.uk

Irish publishers should send material destined for the
British Library to them directly, and publications destined
for the five Legal Deposit Libraries to:
Irish Copyright Agency
c/o Trinity College Library
College Street
Dublin 2
+353 (0) 896 1021
libraryaccessions@tcd.ie

Issued on behalf of the map librarians in the six Legal
Deposit Libraries:
The British Library
The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford
Cambridge University Library
The National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh
The Library of Trinity College, Dublin
The National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth

Q – I was just wondering if anyone knows where I can
get hold of a UK relief GeoTIFF (for free)? Any help
welcomed!

A – I’m not sure if this will be at suitable scale, but have
you looked at the raster data that you can download from
Natural Earth? See: http://www.naturalearthdata.com/
downloads/10m-raster-data for a possible image.

Q – I was looking for the CARTO-SoC archives for
2002, but these don’t seem to be available.

A – For those subscribers who may have experienced
trouble accessing the CARTO-SoC archive recently or
have had problems subscribing, please check the updated
links on the SoC website’s Information Sources menu
panel at: http://www.soc.org.uk/index.htm for access to
these facilities.

Q – A client of mine is working in CorelDraw, trying
to import a map I created in Illustrator (CS4), without
success. Importing as a PDF [Portable Document
Format] isn’t working (strange box and colours
appearing), and neither is importing as an EPS
[Encapsulated PostScript]. Any suggestions on how to
import without losing quality?

A – Importing as a PDF usually works, but you need to
make sure you actually select the PDF file type, not ‘all
file types’.

A – I think CorelDraw > DXF > Illustrator should work,
but I seem to remember that gives issues with text
conversion.

A – CorelDraw should open Illustrator files, but I think
they need to be saved without compression. 

A – Here are a couple of things that may be of help:
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Q – I am a first-year mature student on a Geography
(BSc) with Mountain Leader Training, having worked
in airline/airport operations over the past five years. I
was wondering if you knew of any companies in the
UK that operated aerial mapping /photography? I am
keen to do some work, either paid or voluntary (work
experience), with a company of this nature to
complement the mapping side of my degree. I realise
that the West Midlands don’t offer much in the way of
commercial airports, and I can only think of OS
having their own aircraft for aerial mapping, but any
help you can offer would be much appreciated.

A – A colleague has sent me this:
http://www.weblinks.spakka.net/db/24 – many are one-
man-band type operations but someone may be prepared
to take on an enthusiastic helper.

Q – I may be involved in some mapping for
publications using both French and Swiss mapping
and wondering if anyone knows what the copyright
implications are in using this, perhaps in using it as a
base for drawing new maps or in using extracts – are
there royalties involved, acknowledgements required,
and to whom, permission sought, and if so, from
whom? Any assistance would be greatly appreciated.
Sorry if this one has been on here before but useful to
be brought up-to-date.

A – Doesn’t it depend on the specific licensing agreement
relating to the maps you’re using, rather than there being
a generic set of requirements for all French and Swiss
maps? Check who the maps are published by, then look
for their licensing terms and conditions. The problem, I
suppose, is that they are likely to be written in French...!

A – You will need to get permission from the relevant
IGN and Swisstopo departments. 

A – The copyright law to apply is that in the country in
which you are doing the work or making the publication.
Material (foreign or domestic) may be public domain
overseas but still in copyright in the UK, or it may be in
copyright overseas but in public domain in the UK. In any
case, for material less than 50 years old, it’s at least polite
to request permission to re-use material from the
producing agency. They may of course forbid this, impose
conditions, charge fees, etc. At least they may have a
preferred form of citation for the work of theirs you want
to use.

It should be noted that even tracing a coastline or
international boundary from a map breaches copyright, as
the artistic depiction of the line on the original is the
focus of copyright (as opposed to the existence of such a
line in the real world), and by tracing the line you are
reproducing its artistic form (even if varying the colour,
thickness and media – pen, pencil, crayon – used to draw
the line)

A – This [see previous response] also varies between
countries. Here in the US, we tend not to regard retracing
of map line-work as copyright violation, where the line
represents a commonly known fact. The ‘artistic
depiction’ is in the particular entire design: you can’t
photocopy someone’s finished map, but information on it
is fair game. And the ‘map design’ is, to my mind, more
an issue of trademark (i.e. confusion in the marketplace)
than copyright here. I don’t know how this applies in
other countries with liberal copyright laws. Russia?
China?

Q – Does anybody know if there is a projection that
could put a world map onto a cube? The sides are easy
since any rectangular projection could be used, e.g.
Miller, but getting the poles on the top and bottom
with latitude lines that will line up with those on the
sides is a bit of a problem!

A – I did this once by using Plate Carrée for the sides and
four separate triangular projections for top and bottom
each. The triangles met at the poles and aligned with the
Plate Carrée part with their base. I used Geocart to do the
projecting.

A – If you go to the ‘Miscellaneous’ section of my
website you will find three variations of John Snyder’s
Cube projections: http://www.csiss.org/map-projections/
index.html. If you want a copy of his software (free, but
in MS-DOS, Quick Basic 4.5), I can provide it. However,
if you prefer more modern software you might want to
check out: http://www.mapthematics.com. The software’s
author, Daan Strebe, has finally updated Geocart to be in
two flavours – Mac and Windows. His website has a fully
functional demo program available as well (watermarks
on the graphics output). Note that Collins Bartholomew
uses Geocart to produce the graphics in their atlases.

A – ArcGIS has a Cube projection and uses it as the
underpinnings of ArcGlobe. See:
http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/Cube_projection and
http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.3/index.cfm?
TopicName=Cube as a start.

Q – I have just been looking at the data now free to
download from the Ordnance Survey website OS
Opendata and wondering if anyone has looked at this
data from the point of view of using for contour
shading given that it is supplied with a 10 m interval.

At the moment, reconstruction of the supplied data
into closed polygons within Illustrator or FreeHand is
taking hours for small areas due to the incomplete
contour data. As anyone can see from OS mapping,
contours are broken when the slope is too steep. This
is visible in both graphics programs, therefore
requiring each and every break to be interpolated to
create a closed polygon. Breaks can be considerably
bigger than Concatenate can handle, so have tried that
route as it still requires all the gaps filled. The best
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alternative at the moment appears to be manual
interpolation. Any thoughts would be welcomed – the
result of 10 m shading is great to achieve, although it
is proving to be extremely time consuming.

A – Have you seen this free source:
http://www.systemed.net/carto/ukbasemap.html? It’s only
a 50 m interval, but someone out there with GIS might be
able to provide you with filled polygons from the 10 m
data as an EPS file.

A – The best way is to download the raster DTM, from
which you can then generate your own complete contours
in any GIS software. I think the contour product was
derived from the original 1:50,000 series maps and the
contours are not always continuous.

A – I have just tried this and it works. Why not download
one of the open source GIS programs e.g. MapWindow
GIS. This will load the ascii rasters (*.asc) and create
contours at any interval.

A – Since you have access to the DTM, if you want a
hypsometric coloured map then how about trying
Geographic Imager within Photoshop? The new version
will let you open a DTM then specify whatever you wish
for colour steps, e.g. 100 m intervals or whatever, or you
can just do a gradient and specify a start and end colour.
Once you have the image you want just save it with a tab
file so you can place it in Illustrator and then use the tab
file to register it to the correct position (if you have
MAPublisher). See: http://www.xyzmaps.com/
map-products/Software_Geo_Imager.asp for some
images.
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